Ribosomal protein genes (RPGs) are important house-keeping genes that are well-known for their coordinated expression. Previous studies on RPGs are largely limited to their promoter regions. Recent high-throughput studies provide an unprecedented opportunity to study how human RPGs are transcriptionally modulated and how such transcriptional regulation may contribute to the coordinate gene expression in various tissues and cell types. By analyzing the DNase I hypersensitive sites under 349 experimental conditions, we predicted 217 RPG regulatory regions in the human genome. More than 86.6% of these computationally predicted regulatory regions were partially corroborated by independent experimental measurements. Motif analyses on these predicted regulatory regions identified 31 DNA motifs, including 57.1% of experimentally validated motifs in literature that regulate RPGs. Interestingly, we observed that the majority of the predicted motifs were shared by the predicted distal and proximal regulatory regions of the same RPGs, a likely general mechanism for enhancerpromoter interactions. We also found that RPGs may be differently regulated in different cells, indicating that condition-specific RPG regulatory regions still need to be discovered and investigated. Our study advances the understanding of how RPGs are coordinately modulated, which sheds light to the general principles of gene transcriptional regulation in mammals.
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. These 80 genes are active under every condition in every human cell type studied so far 2 . Their mRNA expression levels are highly correlated across different experimental conditions, different cell types, and even different species [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . For instance, in many gene expression studies in various species, RPGs always stand out as a group of highly correlated genes 10, 11 . Although such a coordinated expression pattern of RPGs is well-known, our understanding of how such a pattern is orchestrated is still limited 12 .
To explain the coordinate expression pattern of RPGs, many studies hypothesized and suggested that RPGs in a species may be regulated by the same transcription factors (TFs) and share common motifs in their regulatory regions [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Regulatory regions are genomic regions of several hundred to several thousand base pairs (bp) long, where regulatory proteins bind to regulate the expression of their target genes. For instance, Wagner et al. identified a TF motif CTTCCYTYYTC in regulatory regions of all three mouse RPGs they tested 13 . Hariharan et al. observed the TF motif GCNGCCATC in the regulatory regions of all four mouse RPGs for which they did experiments 14 . A computational study identified shared TF motifs by 78 of the 80 human, mouse, and rat RPGs 15 . This study also identified common motifs in the majority of RPGs in yeast, plants, worms and insects 15 . To our knowledge, all published studies attempting to understand the coordinated regulation of RPGs focus on the RPG promoter regions 6, 9, 12, 15, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In this study, the promoter region of a gene is defined as the region from the upstream 1000 bp of its gene start site to the 100 bp downstream of its gene start site. Focusing on the gene promoter regions to understand gene regulation is limited, as the regulatory regions of mammalian genes can be located hundreds of thousands of bp away from the transcriptional start site of genes 26 . It is thus vital to study distal as well as proximal regulatory regions of human RPGs to have a better understanding of their coordinate expression pattern. Here and in the following, the proximal regions of a gene are regions that overlap with the promoter region of this gene, and the distal regions of a gene are regions that are at least 2.5 kilobase away from any gene and are within one megabase to this gene under consideration.
The high throughput data generated so far provide an unprecedented opportunity to study the transcriptional regulation of human RPGs. The DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHSs) delineate open chromatin regions under an experimental condition, which may indicate the locations of active regulatory regions under this condition 27, 28 . The Hi-C and the chromatin interaction analysis by paired-end tag sequencing (ChIA-PET) describe the interacting genomic regions under an experimental condition, which can identify a large number of distal regulatory regions and their target genes under this condition 29, 30 . Because RPGs are active under every normal condition, the generated DHS, Hi-C, ChIA-PET data, together with other types of data, provide the information of their distal and proximal regulatory regions under various conditions.
We integrated the aforementioned high throughput data to study the transcriptional regulation of the 80 human RPGs. We predicted 217 RPG regulatory regions, including 147 distal regions that are likely to modulate the expression of human RPGs. More than 86.6% of these regulatory regions overlapped with the regions that interact with RPG promoters identified by Hi-C or ChIA-PET. Computational motif analyses identified 31 non-redundant motifs in these predicted RPG regulatory regions, which included 57.1% of motifs that were known to regulate RPGs in literature. Interestingly, more than 93.5% of the identified motifs occurred in both distal and proximal regulatory regions predicted. In addition, we also observed that RPGs are likely to be differentially regulated in different cell types and tissues. Our study advances the understanding of how RPGs are co-ordinately modulated, which sheds light to the general principles of gene transcriptional regulation in mammals.
Results
RPGs are regulated by both distal and proximal regulatory regions. To predict regulatory regions, we investigated DHSs within one megabase of 80 human RPGs across 349 experiments 31 . DHSs were used because DHSs indicate open chromatin regions, where regulatory proteins in general bind to regulate their target genes. We assumed that a region was a possible RPG regulatory region, if it was within one megabase neighbourhood of a RPG and overlapped with DHSs across at least a large number of these 349 experiments. In other words, we assumed that every RPG was regulated in the same way across the majority of the 349 experiments. We considered one megabase neighbourhood of RPGs because the distance between enhancers and almost all of their experimentally validated target genes was within one megabase 26 . Moreover, the most adjacent protein-coding genes are within one megabase of all RPGs except RPS29.
Based on the number of experiments in which a DHS region overlapped with other DHS regions and the degree these DHS regions overlapped, we predicted four types of RPG regulatory regions: intersection, intersection 85%, union, and union 85% (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table S1 , Figures S1-S4 ). An intersection region was a common regulatory region shared by all 349 experiments. In other words, every position in an intersection region was contained in at least one experimentally determined DHS region in each of the 349 experiments 31 . An intersection 85% region was a common regulatory region shared by at least 85% of the 349 experiments (i.e. 296 experiments). A union region was a region overlapping with at least one DHS region in each of the 349 experiments while any position in this union region may not be shared by DHSs in any two experiments. Similarly, a union 85% region was a region overlapping with at least one DHS region in each of a given n experiments while any position in this region may not be shared by DHSs in any two experiments, where n was no smaller than 296.
We predicted 117, 269, 116 and 217 intersection, intersection 85%, union, and union 85% RPG regulatory regions, respectively (Table 1) . Each type of regions are associated with all RPGs except RPS17 and RPS4Y. Since RPS4Y was only present in samples from males and only a fraction of the 349 experiments were based on male samples, we excluded RPS4Y in the following analyses. Note that two regions predicted for RPS21 by intersection were shared by 348 experiments, one of which was only 24 bp away from a DHS in the remaining dataset. We believed that DHSs may not be defined perfectly, and considered the two regions as RPS21 intersection regions. This was one of the reasons that we computationally defined the other three types of regulatory regions.
We further compared the four types of predicted RPG regulatory regions (Fig. 1) . Each type of region regulated 79 RPGs except RPS17. All 117 intersection regions were included in the 116 union regions, and all 269 intersection 85% regions were contained in the 217 union 85% regions, suggesting that the criteria to define union regions was looser than that of intersection regions. Intersection regions had the shortest average length while union regions had the longest average length. The much longer regions from the two types of union strategies suggested that many predicted regulatory regions were not shared across experiments and RPGs may be regulated differently under different conditions. In total, we identified 269 regulatory regions based on intersection and intersection 85%, and 217 regulatory regions based on union and union 85%.
Because RPGs are active under every experimental condition, we checked whether each type of predicted RPG regulatory regions overlapped with the promoter of every RPG. Surprisingly, we found that promoters of eight, five, four and four of the 79 RPGs did not overlap with any predicted intersection, intersection 85%, union, and union 85% regulatory regions, respectively ( Table 1 ). The four RPGs without any predicted regulatory region overlapping with their promoters were RPL13, RPL40, RPL4, and RPS17, which had DHSs overlapped with their promoters in 104, 10, 1, and 1 experiment(s), respectively. Since RPL13 and RRL40 had proximal DHSs in 104 and 10 experiments, respectively, and did not have any predicted regulatory regions overlapping with their promoters, it is likely that at least certain RPGs might be regulated differently under different conditions. For RPL4 and RPS17, there was no DHS overlapping with their promoters in 348 experiments, suggesting that maybe these two genes were regulated differently without open promoter regions, or these 348 experiments failed to detect DHS signals in their promoters.
We also checked whether each type of predicted RPG regulatory region overlapped with the distal regions of every RPG. Recall a distal region of a RPG was a region that was within one megabase to this RPG and at least 2.5 kilobase away from this RPG and any other gene. From Table 1 , it was evident that RPGs may be regulated by both distal and proximal regulatory regions. There was at least one predicted distal regulatory region for 63 RPGs. There existed both distal and proximal regulatory regions predicted for 60 RPGs. Under looser criteria (85%), the number of predicted distal regions was increasing while the number of predicted proximal regions was almost intact, suggesting that distal regions were likely condition-specific and only active in a fraction of these 349 experiments. This observation held when we continued to change our criteria from 85% to 1%: the number of proximal intersection regions was slightly increased from 78 to 93, while the number of distal intersection regions was greatly increased from 144 to 2787. Because the intersection 85% regions and the union 85% regions overlapped with more PRG promoters and had more reliable distal regulatory regions, we considered them as better collections of regulatory regions than those from intersection and union, respectively. In total, we predicted 269 and 271 regulatory regions based on intersection 85% and based on union 85%, repsectively. Because the 269 regions from intersection 85% were contained in the 217 regions from union 85%, we claimed that we identified 217 RPG regulatory regions.
More than 86.6% of the predicted regulatory regions directly or indirectly interacted with RPG promoters in Hi-C or ChIA-PET experiments. To assess the quality of the predicted regulatory regions, we compared them with the candidate RPG regulatory regions from Hi-C and ChIA-PET experiments. We Table 1 . Four types of RPG regulatory regions. One common regulatory region predicted for RPS11 and RPL13A was considered separately for these two genes from the third to the last row. RPS17, RPS27A, RPL4, RPL13, RPL40, RPLP2, RPL6 and RPL27A did not have any intersection regulatory region overlapping with their promoter. RPS17, RPL4, RPL13, RPL40, and RPLP2 did not have any intersection 85% region overlapping with their promoters. RPS17, RPL4, RPL13, RPL40 did not have any predicted regulatory region overlapping with their promoters.
defined the candidate RPG regulatory regions as those that directly or indirectly interacted with RPG promoters in Hi-C experiments or ChIA-PET experiments with an antibody against RNA polymerase II. The regions indirectly interacting with RPGs, which we termed indirect regions, were those that interacted with regions directly interacting with RPG promoters. Because these candidate regulatory regions directly or indirectly interacted with RPG promoters, we hypothesized that these regions may be important RPG regulatory regions. Note that although these candidate regulatory regions likely regulated RPGs, their regulatory function was hypothetical and still needed experimental validation. We found that more than 86.6% of the predicted 217 regulatory regions overlapped with the candidate RPG regulatory regions. We obtained the candidate RPG regulatory regions from seven cell types. From five Hi-C datasets in HUVEC, GM12878, NHEK, K562, and HMEC, and two ChIA-PET datasets in K562 and MCF7, we obtained 3053 and 955 candidate RPG regulatory regions, respectively. These candidate RPG regulatory regions included 3053 and 517 direct regions from Hi-C and ChIA-PET, respectively, and 1266 indirect regions from ChIA-PET. Note that after combining the overlapping candidate regulatory regions from ChIA-PET, we only obtained 955 non-redundant candidate regulatory regions. We did not consider the indirect candidate regions from Hi-C because the candidate regulatory regions identified from Hi-C were much longer and thus might not be as reliable as the indirect candidate regions from ChIA-PET. All RPGs except RPS17 had candidate regulatory regions, which agreed with our computational analyses. On average, a direct candidate region was 10456 bp long and an indirect candidate region was 10073 bp long (Supplementary Table S2) .
We compared the predicted regulatory regions with the obtained candidate regulatory regions. We found that the majority of the computationally predicted regions overlapped with the candidate regulatory regions (Table 2) . For instance, 114 of the 117 intersection regions and 113 of the 116 union regions overlapped with at least one candidate regulatory region. For the 217 predicted regulatory regions, 188 (86.6%) regions overlapped with the candidate regulatory regions. Similarly, we found that the majority of the computationally predicted distal regions overlapped with the candidate regulatory regions (Table 2 ). In contrast, we found that only 96 (18.6%) of the 517 direct candidate regulatory regions and only 111 (8.8%) of the 1266 indirect candidate regulatory regions from ChIA-PET overlapped with at least one of the computationally defined regulatory regions, suggesting that a large number of the candidate regulatory regions were condition-specific and were active in only a small subset of the 349 experiments.
To assess the significance of the overlap of the candidate regulatory regions and the computationally predicted (distal) regulatory regions, we randomly selected the same numbers of (distal) regions with the same corresponding sizes within the 1 megabase of the corresponding RPGs. We then compared the overlap of these simulated regions with the candidate regulatory regions. We found that no more than 8.2% of randomly generated (distal) regions in RPG neighbourhood overlapped with the candidate regulatory regions. The p-values of observing that the same number of predicted RPG regulatory regions overlapped with the candidate RPG regulatory regions were small ( Table 2 ), suggesting that the predicted regions are likely functional and bona fide RPG regulatory regions, although the regulatory function of these candidate RPG regulatory regions still needs to be experimentally validated.
Because the candidate regulatory regions from ChIA-PET might have higher quality due to their much shorter lengths, we further investigated the overlap of the candidate regulatory regions from ChIA-PET with the computationally predicted (distal) RPG regulatory regions. We found that 92 of the 117 intersection regions and 106 of the 116 union regions overlapped with at least one of the ChIA-PET candidate regulatory regions. For the 217 predicted RPG regulatory regions, 158 (72.5%) regions overlapped with the ChIA-PET candidate regulatory regions (p-value = 4.6E-114). In contrast, no more than 9.2% of the 217 randomly generated (distal) regions in RPG neighbourhood overlapped with the ChIA-PET candidate regulatory regions, indicating that the computationally defined regulatory regions make sense and are likely to regulate RPGs under different conditions, although the regulatory function of the ChIA-PET candidate regulatory regions is not experimentally validated.
Motifs identified in the predicted regulatory regions contained the majority of motifs known to regulate RPGs in literature.
We studied motifs in the predicted regulatory regions. We applied a recently developed tool, SIOMICS 32, 33 , for motif discovery due to its good performance on large sequence datasets 34 . SIOMICS predicted 14 and 27 motifs in the 269 intersection-based regions and in the 217 union-based regions, respectively (Supplementary Table S3 , Methods). In total, 31 non-redundant motifs were predicted from the two sets of regions. We observed that almost all predicted motifs were similar to the known motifs. We also noticed that eight (57.1%) motifs known to regulate RPGs were included in our predicted motifs. Interestingly, 93.5% of the identified motifs occurred in both distal and proximal regulatory regions, and 40 of the 79 RPGs had at least one proximal regulatory region and one distal regulatory region that may be regulated by the same motifs.
We applied SIOMICS 32, 33 to the 269 intersection-based regions and the 217 union-based regions, respectively. We identified 14 and 27 motifs in these two sets of regions, respectively (Supplementary Table S3 ). We compared the predicted motifs with 1082 known motifs in JASPAR 2016 core database by combining two tools, TOMTOM 35 and STAMP 36 (Methods). We found that 13 of the 14 predicted motifs from the 269 intersection-based regions and 26 of the 27 predicted motifs from the 217 union-based regions were similar to the known motifs in JASPAR. The well-known RPG related motifs such as YY1, SP1 and GABPA motifs 6 were included in the fourteen predicted motifs from the intersection-based regions, supporting the good quality of the predicted RPG regulatory regions.
Because motifs in JASPAR were not specifically for RPGs, we further compared predicted motifs with motifs known to regulate RPGs in literature. We went over more than 18 papers and collected 14 non-redundant experimentally validated motifs related to RPG regulation (Supplementary Table S4 ). We noticed that four (28.6%) and eight (57.1%) of these known RPG related motifs were included in the lists of the 14 and 27 predicted motifs, respectively. For instance, Parry et al. identified the TCT motif in human RPG promoters that was conserved from Drosophila to humans 37 . We found a motif matching the TCT motif in the 14 predicted motifs (TOMTOM E-value = 0.26 and STAMP E-value = 6.17e-4), and three of the 27 predicted motifs were similar to the TCT motif. The CTTTCC motif was observed in regulating several RPGs 38 . We found five similar motifs in the two lists of predicted motifs.
With the predicted motifs supported by literature, we studied their occurrence in the predicted RPG regulatory regions. We observed that the majority of the predicted motifs occurred in both distal regulatory regions and proximal regulatory regions: 12 of the 14 predicted motifs from intersection-based regions (binomial test p-value 0) and 24 of the 27 predicted motifs from union-based regions (binomial test p-value 0) occurred in both proximal and distal regions. The p-value of sharing motifs by proximal and distal regions based on intersection was much smaller than the p-value based on union, because the union-based regions were much longer than the intersection-based regions. At least the p-value of sharing motifs by proximal and distal regions based on intersection regions suggested that RPGs employed the same motifs in both proximal and distal regulatory regions. Moreover, at least one motif occurred in both proximal and distal regions of 40 RPGs (binomial test p-value 0). The above analyses suggested that RPGs likely employed the same motifs in both proximal and distal regulatory regions of the same RPGs, which may facilitate the interaction between distal and proximal regions of the same RPGs.
RPGs may be regulated differently in different cell types. The above analyses were based on the assumption that the regulatory mechanisms of a RPG are similar across various experimental conditions. The assumption makes sense for the identification of common regulatory mechanisms across experiments. However, we are still left with the question whether RPGs are regulated the same or differently across different experimental conditions.
To address this question, we investigated the candidate RPG regulatory regions from the Hi-C experiments in five cell types (Methods). We identified 3053 candidate RPG regulatory regions, each at least 5000 bp long and interacting with at least one RPG promoter. Compared with the DHS regions from the 349 experiments 31 , surprisingly, only 1515 of the 3053 candidate regions overlapped with at least one DHS region. In other words, the majority of the 3053 candidate RPG regulatory regions did not have enriched DHS signals in any of the 349 experiments. Although these 349 experiments could not guarantee to identify all DHS regions under the corresponding conditions, it was showed that the sensitivity to identify a true DHS region by these experiments was larger than 98% 39 . Given such a sensitivity, it was unlikely that the remaining 1538 (= 3503-1515) candidate regulatory regions did not have enriched DHS signals in 349 experiments, if they regulated RPGs in the majority of these experiments. It was thus evident that a large number of the candidate regulatory regions only regulated RPGs in certain experiments if they did regulate RPGs, suggesting that RPGs may be regulated differently in these experiments.
We further investigated the 1515 candidate regulatory regions that overlapped with at least one DHS region in the 349 experiments 31 . We divided these 1515 regions into five classes based on the number of cell types in which the Hi-C experiments identified the regions. The more cell types a region was independently identified by Hi-C, the more likely this region was functional. For every candidate regulatory region in each class, we identified the number of experiments in which it had DHS signals (Fig. 2) . We found that although 359 (23.7%) of the 1515 candidate regions were identified in two cell types by Hi-C, 53 (14.8%) of the 359 candidate regions occurred in fewer than 20% of the 349 experiments. For instance, for the 130 candidate regions identified in all five cell types by Hi-C, 9 candidate regions had DHS signals in less than 20% of the 349 experiments, suggesting that at least a Scientific RepoRts | 6:28619 | DOI: 10.1038/srep28619 fraction of these highly-reliable candidate RPG regulatory regions were likely condition-specific and RPGs may be regulated differently under different conditions.
Discussion
We studied the transcriptional regulation of human RPGs by integrating DHS, Hi-C, ChIA-PET, and other data. We predicted 217 regulatory regions that probably play important roles in modulating the expression of RPGs, and demonstrated that RPGs had both distal and proximal regulatory regions. More than 86.6% of the predicted regulatory regions overlapped with the candidate RPG regulatory regions from Hi-C or ChIA-PET experiments. Motif analyses on these predicted regions showed that distal regions and proximal regions of RPGs shared the same regulatory motifs. We also found that RPGs may be regulated differently across different experimental conditions, suggesting that the cell-or tissue-specific regulatory regions of RPGs still need to be identified. Our study shed new light on gene transcriptional regulation in mammals.
We demonstrated that the predicted distal and proximal regulatory regions of RPGs employ the same set of regulatory motifs. This conclusion is likely to hold because the majority of motifs known to regulate RPGs were included in our predicted motifs. Moreover, for three TFs, YY1, SP1, GABPA, that are known to regulate RPGs, we analysed their ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by massive parallel sequencing) data in GM12878, and found that ChIP-seq peaks of all three TFs overlapped with both distal and proximal RPG regulatory regions and we could find segments similar to the corresponding motifs in these regions (Supplementary  Table S5 ). We also applied other methods such as DREME 40 to identify motifs and found the identified motifs were in general similar to our predicted motifs, further supporting our conclusion. For instance, 86.7% of identified DREME motifs were similar to the predicted 27 motifs (Supplementary Table S4) .
We showed that RPGs may be regulated differently under different experimental conditions. First, at least a portion of the identified intersection 85% regions and the identified union regions were not shared across the 349 experiments. Second, when we lowered our criteria to define intersection regions in 100% to 1% of the 349 experiments, the number of the identified proximal regulatory regions was almost intact after we considered 85% of the experiments while the number of the identified distal regulatory regions was always increasing, suggesting many regulatory regions may only regulate RPGs in a portion of these experiments. Third, at least a fraction of the candidate RPG regulatory regions from Hi-C also showed condition-specific DHS activities. Therefore, there may be other cell-or tissue-specific RPG regulatory regions to be identified.
We summarized the location distribution of the intronic RPG regulatory regions we predicted in the Supplementary Table S6 . More than 81.3% of these intronic RPG regulatory regions overlapped with the RPG promoter regions and were considered as proximal regulatory regions ( Table 1 ). The majority of the remaining intronic regulatory regions were quite far from the gene start sites, with the average distance to the corresponding gene start sites larger than 10.2 kilobases (Supplementary Tables S6 and S7) .
We did not predict any regulatory region for RPS17 from computational or experimental data analyses. In fact, in only one of the 349 experiments, was there an identified DHS region overlapping with the promoter of RPS17. We suspect that RPS17 might be annotated incorrectly at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). The NCBI server indicates that "RPS17 is also known as RPS17L". However, the locations of RPS17L and RPS17 at NCBI are different. Interestingly, the Ensembl genome browser annotated RPS17 as RPS17L using the GENCODE information (http://www.gencodegenes.org/) while the GENCODE annotated RPS17 and RPS17L similarly as NCBI. We also tried to use RPS17L to replace RPS17 and we still could not predict a regulatory region for RPS17L. It is also possible that RPS17 is annotated correctly at NCBI, while reads from the RPS17 promoter are not readily mappable. In fact, the average mappability value of its promoter was 0.46 (http://hgdownload.cse. ucsc.edu/gbdb/hg19/bbi/wgEncodeCrgMapabilityAlign24mer.bw), lower than the average mappability of promoters of the 80 RPGs, 0.7. We did not predict any regulatory region overlapping with the promoters of the following four RPGs, RPL13, RPL40, RPL4, and RPS17. The average mappability values of the promoters of the four genes were 0.5, 0.35, 0.81, and 0.46, respectively. Because the mappability of the RPL4 promoter was larger than the average mappability of the 80 RPG promoters, mappability alone may not be able to explain why RPL4 and other three RPGs did not have predicted proximal regulatory regions. In fact, the RPS10 promoter had an average mappability no larger than that of any of these four RPG promoters, while RPS10 had an identified proximal regulatory region (Supplementary Table S8 ). It is thus likely that the four RPGs may be regulated differently from other RPGs without open promoter regions, or the 349 experiments failed to identify the DHS activity in their promoter regions.
Although this is the first time that a large number of distal RPG regulatory regions have been identified, there are still many unknowns. We narrowed our analyses within 1 megabase genomic regions to RPGs, because 96.5% of the candidate regulatory regions from Hi-C were within 1 megabase neighbourhood of RPGs or their target genes 39, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . However, there might be more distant RPG regulatory regions. In addition, we only considered the regulatory regions shared by a large number of experiments and demonstrated that there may exist other condition-and tissue-specific RPG regulatory regions. Finally, although we predicted the shared regulatory regions across experiments, how these regulatory regions together with cell-and tissue-specific regulatory regions modulate RPG expression was not explored. We are working on these and other directions to improve our understanding of human RPG transcriptional regulation.
Methods
Experimental data used. We downloaded 349 DHS datasets from Maurano et al. 31 . These 349 datasets were generated by DNase I hypersensitive analysis followed by sequencing (DNase-seq) experiments in 31 major tissues and cell types. DNase-seq experiments define open chromatin regions called DHS regions under an experimental condition, which may potentially contain active regulatory regions under this condition 27, 28 . There were 70,474 to 337,456 DHS regions defined in each dataset by Maurano et al. with the false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 31 .
We downloaded two ChIA-PET datasets in MCF7 and K562 from GSE33664 that contained long range interactions associating with RNA polymerase II 46 . The ChIA-PET interacting regions were generated with the following criteria: (a) PET count > 2 for each PET cluster from the pilot libraries, and PET count > 3 for each PET cluster from the saturated libraries; (b) FDR < 0.05; and (c) the genomic span of interacting regions is from 8 kilobases to 1 megabases. Three additional ChIA-PET datasets were generated by the same lab. We used the two instead of the additional three datasets because of the much higher sequencing depth in the two datasets we used. From the two ChIA-PET datasets, we collected 517 direct regions that interacted with RPG promoters. We called these regions as direct candidate regulatory regions of RPGs. We also collected 1266 indirect candidate regions that interacted with the direct regulatory regions of RPGs, which we termed as indirect candidate RPG regulatory regions. In total, we identified 955 candidate regulatory regions from ChIA-PET experiments after merging overlapping regions (Supplementary Table S2) .
We downloaded five Hi-C datasets with the resolution of five kilobases in K562, HMEC, HUVEC, GM12878 and NHEK from GSE63525 47 . There were other Hi-C data available. We only used the Hi-C data from the above five cell lines because of their higher resolution, more available cell types, and because they were generated with the same pipelines. The downloaded files are raw contact matrices. Using the normalization equation from Rao et al. 47 , the raw contact matrices were normalized. To find a significant interactivity between two regions, a cut-off was needed to select pairs of interacting regions from the normalized contact matrices. Our rule of the cut-off selection was to select the largest cut-off so that as many as possible RPGs have at least one region interacting with their promoters under this cut-off. The rationale behind this rule is that RPGs are active under every experimental condition and their potential distal regulatory regions should interact with their promoters under each condition. Moreover, the ChIA-PET data clearly showed that all RPGs except RPS17 and RPS4Y had at least one direct candidate distal regulatory region. We selected a cut-off of 30 for all five cell lines, which was much larger than the average normalized contacts in the five cell lines. With this cut-off, we obtained 421, 190, 157, 3048 and 235 regions that interacted with RPG promoters in K562, HMEC, HUVEC, GM12878 and NHEK, respectively (Supplementary Table S2) .
We downloaded the ChIP-seq datasets for SP1, GABPA, and YY1 in GM12878 from http://hgdownload.cse. ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/encodeDCC/wgEncodeAwgTfbsUniform/. We checked whether the predicted TF binding sites were within the ChIP-seq peaks defined in these datasets and whether the binding sites were in the distal or proximal regulatory regions of RPGs.
Motif analyses in regulatory regions. With the predicted regulatory regions, we extended them so that each region was at least 800 bp long. The reason to extend these regions was that DHS regions may be defined imperfectly and a typical regulatory region is in general contained in a region around 800 bp long 34, 48, 49 . We extracted the corresponding DNA sequences in these extended regions and masked the repeats in these sequences. The resulted sequences were input into SIOMICS 32, 33 for motif discovery, with the following parameters "-w 8 -m 100 -s 5 -c 0.01 -r 20". We applied SIOMICS to the sequences from the 269 regulatory regions identified by intersection 85% and from the 217 regulatory regions identified by union 85%, respectively. The motifs predicted from the two sequence datasets were compared and combined into a set of non-redundant motifs, which were considered as the predicted motifs. We also applied DREME 40 to the same sequence datasets with the following parameters "-e 0.05 -mink 8 -maxk 12".
Motif similarity comparison.
We compared motifs with the following two tools, TOMTOM 35 and STAMP 36 . The two tools were widely used for motif similarity comparison. Our previous study showed that neither of the two tools was perfect, and combining them achieved an improved accuracy 34 . The same as in our previous study, we claimed that two motifs were similar if their TOMTOM E-value was smaller than 0.5 and their STAMP E-Value was smaller than 1E-4, or their TOMTOM E-value was smaller than 1 and their STAMP E-value was smaller than 1E-5.
